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ABSTRACT
During socialization, individuals begin to understand

increasingly bOader and more abstract units of personal and social,.
reality. Subje6ts (N=97) ranging in age from 13 to late middle age
completed a linguistic task in which they could impose higher ordek
conceptions on lower order'descriptions by identifying different

° level similarities within sets of three situations. Results
demonstrated the usefulness of a hierarchical system of
atiganizational levels for investigating the developthent of social

' 4 knowledge. Subjects'were.less successful overall in finding higher
1,0

,level similarities, and showed a' preference for the level of'action.
'The developmental differentiation of conceptudr abilities seems to

4. enable a progressive. comRetence at conceptdalizing in terms of
. additional.higher liNelfi of organization, as olderand better .

educated subjects, show in easiAsfacility-in operating across higher.....

levels. (Author /NRB) IN
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During the course of socialization, a developing individual comes to

,know and understand increasingly broader and more abstract units of, personal`

and sociaLreality. The purpose of the present research was to take:an

initial step toward articulating a theoretical system for demonstrating and

exploring this basic thesis. Such a, system emerged from a conception of

distinct, levels in our organization and experience of reality. Higher levels-
-,

are increasingly abstract and consist bf emergent properties.

What is at issue is not merely complexity. Higher levels are not simply

decomposable into part andinterr,elations,(Simon, 1962). Higher /levels have

a qualitatiql newness -- each level has emergent features due largely to the' ,

particular oiganization of the'parts. As a result, each level has a certain

autonomy. Because higher levelq'are the organization of lower level elements_
\

does not. make higher levels more complex - at_least not when considered on

their own terms,'which are the very terms that Constilpte the level. Com-

r

r

parisons ofcomplexity across levels 'don't

which is more complex: the U.S.6vernment'or a human liver.

. .

Emergent features are the key to new levels, but more can be-said: Lower,

ly make sense - like asking

thvel entities or events are supportive of hIsher le4els, e.g. no particular,

actions are required for someone to be called friendly, but some actions are.

They are necessary but not 'sufficient (empirically, of course, lower level
,

'/

events may provide constraints: one does
,

not have to smile to be happy, but

it is harder to be happy without smiling). Alteinatively! higher levels are

directive: they provide crganization,*coherencef

tions are supported by the existence of buildings

directign by their role in the larger ,society.

Mullener and Laird (1979) articulated a number of levels for categorizing

andlaning. E.g. institu-

and tools,and are-gnen

mak
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. observations about 'Arsons. The present research builds on and extends their

10 0

work. Their systein, includes five levels:

1) Objects ortbody parts in motionless state.

2}.004ovements. These involve relationi between leve1.1 units. The same

obhct oribody part 'at two different places at two differen't times,can be

characterized as a movement. Movements are short duration events like fist

clenching or mouth wagging.

3) Behaviors. These involve movements'and their context or outcom',

or coordinated patterns of movement. These are slightly longer duration events

like laughing, smiling,
*h.

or showing teeth (note that, these last two might,

involve very similar movements). -

I 4

4) Actions andFeeling. These involve a relation between-person and
6')

context. They'are the effects, usually conscious or.intentional; of behaviors,

or patterns of behavior. These refer to a paAicular state 'pr accomplishment

'like being happy, thinking, going to the store, Or playing tennis. -

5) .Dispositions. These involve relations between actions or feelints ,

taken acroastime: traits, abilities, Lint term beliefs, motives or attitudes.

They usually involve, repetitions o- f level 4 events: tieing a, tennis player

involves play4m Mingg tennis alot, being a jolly person involves happy alot,

'Wt have'extended this system to include'two further levels:
.7, .

61 Roles and Relationships. These involve coord inations of disiositions

within individuals (trait complexes like athlete or intellectual).and between
6

individuals (personal relation lijce friend, adyisor, student):
.

7) Groupings. Mese involve relations between roles and relationships,

if

where there is some kind of role specialization or institutional character:
t

families, crews, 416.

Mullener and Laird looked at the usefulne of different leveis'fOr

different sorts of reports. The upshot of theirresearch was that levais 4 And 5
.

45 'Si.
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had different utilities for short term interactions. It is the present claim,

that for longer interactions, for relationships, for evaluations of ones life

and its meaning or ones place in the world, and for addressing social issues,

higher leveldare more.useful. Further; we' hypothesized that this utility

increases as people mature mid age and these larger considerations become

more important. This.is nqt to claim that conceptions of higher levels of

organization become common in day to day living, but that one's facility with

Such conceptions should increase over theife-span.'

. By using a system of levels of organization to explore the development of

sogial knowledge, we hope to avoid some of thelimitations of. traditional

research on person perception and social 'Cognition. We avoid a focus on the.

perception and cognition of single individual's. iieavoid viaxang higher level

'conaeetions merely as vehicles for describing and predicting behavior,; rather

than as constituting its meaning. 'Furthermore, the lev4as of organization
.-

scheme can better,address the relations between different levels:of functioning

within and betWten individuals.
,

0i
course, some of the earlier work pointed'the way. Livesley and

1,)

Bremley's classic (1973)) work documents a progression from,co ceiving Of perseds

in terms of appearancesand circumstances to conceiving of persons in terms of

dispositions and regulatities. They also mention a nascent Ability of.adoles-
.

cents to think about coordinations ofsuch dispositions. Kohlberg's (1976)

highelt stage of moral development certainly invOlves a suprorindividual

orientation,. The literattiie on attachment (cf. Baltes,1978) indices the

possibility of emotional involvement with larger social entities. Finally,
: AO.

Turiel (1978) indicates that, at least through age 25, iditivIoduals see themselves

. more as part of larger social groupings.

4
The goal .of the present research was _to begin a more systema follow-up 1

to'these sorts of clues.. The'assertion'here ithatA well defined, ogibally



hierarchical systemsof organizational levels could be used as a theoretical

tool for inves Lgating the devalopteUt of social.knowledge; particularly
6

beyond its present bounds and further into the life-span. Given evidence that

abstract abilities come later in ontogenesis, and the assumption that the

. .

of thinking about and opertting on higher organizational levels is
,-

likely to more strongly tax such abilities, it was.hyppthesized.that compe-

tence at and general use.of higher levels of organization shoUld, subsequently,

also come later. Research indicates that formal operations are applied to

.social later than to physical entities and events "(Keating and Clark, 1980).

Thegoal is to elucidate this finding via a system of levels that clarifies

increase in abstraction as a-decrease in tiesto specific space-time loci.

Methdd
. .

._.4_..._

N±netp-seven subjects wer d'employed: ranging.in age from 13 to late middle
.-. .

age. SUbjects were divided into fivegroups of about 2G subjects each,
. .

,
-...,.,I .

corresponding to ages usually found in junior high, high school; college, young
P.

adult, and middle age. Subjects were all paid volunteers, solicited in and

around a university4cbmmunity.

A linguistic task Was set up iii which subjects cddld impobe higher order

conceptillas on,lower order descriptions of situations. Such descriptions could
. .

,
4 , be attended to dr madi'sense of at multiple,levels of organiiatidh.

.-

Each subject provided with a questionnaire .containing 30, three ite
....-

. . P
.\' SS tante seta.

- .

The item's were short descriptions of objects, eventa, persona,
I

\ , V t

tr situations. For each set, all thee items were descriptions -'on the same
. ., . ) -,. , ..

_ .... .
level pf organizatioh4 The task involved - .asking subjects to compare these -,

- ,

. 1
.

. thtee.itemsand tee find"at least one way in which tWo.of the items were
. ,

.

similar, and different a third. Each comparison wasdesigned such thali, in
4 , .. .,

4
.

'. . .

4.4

. ,. .
, ; , .._

,_ the intuitions of the experimenter, basedon the theoretical syste4 and
..,

. . * v.
. ,

confirmed by pilot data, two of the descriptions could te construed as similar
. A .,,

*OP
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at a higher level of organization, and a different two similar on a lower

level. For example, consideethe following set of sentences:

a. After months of anguish, Helen shot at hur husband and his lover,
killing her husband.

101
b. Sweaty with his -tsual anxiety, Max screwed the'silencer onto his

,gun, aimed carefully, and 10.11ed the driver instantly.

c. Having completed his customary preparations, Jack slashed the
woman's throat, his third victim.

. All three sentences involve murders. The situations described in (a) and

(b) are more similar on the level of action: both murders are committed with

fieUarms, and are apparently accompanied by some emotional arousal. But on the

gher level of disposition, (b) and (c) are more similar: Max. and Jack have '.

both !nu. tted murder before, and arelikely to again; they are killers. Five
$ c .

such compafispn sets were constructed for each of six pairs of adjacent levels
e'

'or organization: object- movement, movement - behavior, behavior-action, action-
,

disposition, disposition-iPle or relationship, role or relationship-grouping.

Sets ordered stich that.each possible transitipn from one level pairing'A
6

o

to another occurred exactly once. The
t
first figue

1
listp the comparison con-.

. -

,---. septa used for.each level pairing.
. Qe

°Results

Overall, the results showed the usefulness of a'systemo,orgapizational

levels for exploring the ontogenesis of social knowledge. The developmental

differentiation. of conceptual abilities seems to enable a__progressive-compe-

. tence and facility at conceptualizing in terms of additional; higher levels

'of, organization.

. The 'results provided clear evidence that a system. of oigatlizatIonitlevels
-

cbuld, With some precision, be'used to-generate sets of conceptual material,

prpgressively-mord dif4cult* with ea0 succeeding, higher level, of organization.
. .

4 . _--' ,
,

. 4. , . .' f - 4 '-,
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Seventy-nine percent of subjects' reeponse structures were ,indicative of de:-

creases in success only with upward changes in the levels of organizatibn

for which the materials were designed.' "Success" means that a subject gave a
1

response at the higher of the two levels -for whiCh a set was designed: The

-next figulillusttates modal response- structures for each group, 'compared to
, .

ideal success cores. The sort of 'tower' structure found for the majority of

subjects has a chance probability of only .01. Virtually all of -our subjects

either had this tower strudture or missed by only one response. It might be.

argued that the prediction of such-a response structure,would follow from

intuitions of item difficuliy'alone. However, the proposed theoretical system
,

clarifies places where such intuitions are unclear, and provides an account of -

what might be behind such intuitions. Such an account is elso supported by '
.

overwhelming differefices in analyses across the designed levels, higher levels

,

generally resulting in less
(
success'(F(5,4600=244.39, p .001):

Theoretical expectations about the assymetry of level relations also

received some empirical support. Accordii1g to the theory, operation at higher

levels of organization entails also operating at lower levels, but not Vice

versa:" Subjects wefe significantly TOre successful on.items preceded by

.

immediately higher level material than on items preceded by immpdiately lower-,

`qevel material (F(10,2)=20.47, p 41) cratio=".26:1).

Additionally, as the next figUjlindicatei,.sublepts1 overall responde' ,

. .
-.. . .

-.. .
,

.
. . . ,

...

. . frequensi\les Indtcated a. preference for operation primarily on the level of
. . -

`-actions and nearby levels(F(6,5k2)442.51,,p .001). This findingis:in accord.
. ,

with the utility nOtlon of Muliener and:Laird (109). Actions And nearby
.

levels describe the natural units cif our subjective, (laity lives. As Such,

they would be more generally useful, and.subjeCtswou/d likely4 biased toward

their .use.

While the clear findings for levels'oL orgafiizaZion per se tended to
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obscure other differences, there were consistent and systematic differences

across subjects grouped by age and by education. These differences indicate

anincreasing ability to operate onhigher levels of organization. + Slight

-decreases were found for the older subjects, but since=thIs,may-have been due

to cohort differences in education rather than developmental deterioration, the

data was reanalyzed with subjects broken into groups by *cation. (Next figure -)

oldest half of oldest group have less education; figure shows new breakdowns,

new average ages)+

What can'ibe seen from these analyses is, an increasing differentiation of

the ability to operate at higher levels of organizgtion (Interactions were

significant for both Age X Level.F(24,552)4.05, p .04 and for Education'X

Level F(24,552) =3.53, p .01). The strangest evidence was for increased facility

at operating across higher levels .of organization. (Next figurl: youngest group

less successful overall; most educated group differentittes from others begin-

ning.at disposition- action leVel, group 2 drops at next level pairing, fair

degree of differentiation at highest level-pair / Show next figute
6
hene -- graphs

. '-.
!

.

age: same story as other figure, but 4 & 5 switch.) Note that at various levels
.... .

,

some of the groups ndo oelseem to be differentiated. NevertheleaS,-where they are -

differentiated, they are in the'expected order., There are,also diffeignces in

, . .

the optimum response data, but the majc differenCes.em to concern the shiftr rn

from the youngest to the older grbUps, with only a hint of'differentietion at

the highest level, pairing (Figure).

.
Implications and Concl sions

Overall, the research provided some evidente for a developmental progression

of conceptual ability which, largely presupposes abstract competence. As people .

furtber develop abstract ability they become better able to operate on higher

levels of organization; With some qualification;the predent research demons-

trates a progressive differentiation of subject groups, ordgred 14, age and by'

iont ift their competence and facility with higher levels of orkanization.
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The major results seem to reflect a progres ive increase in how''abstract' people

ca be. Particularly as they attain elle status of adulthood and begin to find

their place in society, people .seem to become increasingly able to deal with' ,

larger social, entities and longer term events than those of their day' to day

lives, with,connections mote distant from (and' on a different level than) the

,vicissitudes of their daily activities. The real challenge is'to integrate

these numerous 'levels.

A number of questions remain open 'for further researftivarWhat is the

relation between conceptions of.the physical and conceptions of the social-

world - are there non-humin entities that can be viewed on levels of organization

commensurate with human sociality? How do the utilitiea'of the different levels

. vary.and how do they relate to each other? Does the theoretical sYs.tem provide

kieans for studying,the multi-leveled functioning so ubiquitous to human

'life? How Can we address the process of operating on or shifting between levels,

and the mechanisms behind the development of such ability?

Many research avenues remain open: Nevertheless, this 'research has made a

first step toward articulating the value of a-system of levels of organization

for investigating the multi-leveled character of the tie between persons and

worlds. Ili provides an alternative to conceptual "reductionism and. a bridge

between what seemedtO he different worlds of psychological phenomena. Moreover,

it provides an escape from personology, and a way to getla handle on the
isocial

61.

is constitution of individual consistency and-stable-human relations.' Finally,

a system of leVels ororganization may provide a step toward addressing the

relationship_ between individualb and culture, by stressing `the non-locatability

of higher levels of organization, and the links between levels of organization

that can occur intra, inter, and supra-individually:
I

-



Item
No..

Leiwel.1 - Level 2

. 2

15

24

29

lArel 2 - I4eel 3

8

14

18

22

27

Level. 3 - Level 4

. 5

10
) 13

' 23

30

Level 4 -PLeve15
4

1

9
17

-20

`25

. Level 5 ;',.Level)6

3

6

12

19

26 .

Level 6.- Level 7

11'
16
21

28

Figure 1

Comparisdn Concepts

Ldw LeN.'rel

Comparison
High Level
Comparison

Object Similarity Movement Similarity

leg

stomach
fingers

glaps contains liquid
hand

twitch' ,

trembling
tapping
spill
opening

Movement Similarity Behavior Similarity

glance4eft.
4zg_twaving

lacking

hand rotating

attend
saluting

* moving door
smiling
unclosing

Behavior Similarity fiction Similarity

ride bicycle
transfer vi' grasp,
speak loudly,

detach .via push
draw

go shopping .

donate
make request.
assault
represent

Action Similarity Disposition. Similarity.

joke

wander on foot in city
shoot to death
Write

pretend to be diplomat

,
entertainer

.41A-Gabond_
killer
writer
pretender, deceiver.

ti

Disposition Similarity

spendsitime in court -

literary
s?,.

mutual liking
plays raquetball, rides bike

artistic interests

Coordination SiMilarity

attorney
professor
personal relationship
athlete

'intellectual

&ordination Similarity

classical musicians
repeated social activity_
petty criminals
history students
excellent shots':

Grouping Similarity**

.ensemble
family
gang
class
team
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4.

2-3

1-2

.

6-7

5-6

4-5

13-15 16-18 19-22 23-33 . 34-up ' Ideal
Age Group ".

Step Graphs: Modal number of successes per designed Level-pair fdr
each of the five.A4 groups, compared to ideal ret5onse.
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frequency of response for each level



Figure 4
'<

Average. Age and of Education for Five Age Groups

and Five Education.Groups (in gears)

.1

' Age Groups faiie-Stion Groups '

'Grou p
e Age

Range
N Mean Age

(R Std. Dev.)

Meanean Educ.
&Std. Dev.) Group Education

,
Range -

I
N

-Mean Age
(& Std. Dev.)

'Mean Educ.
(&qtd.Dev.)

1 13-15 ' 16 14.44
(.86)

8.38
(.72)

i
.
1 7-9 16 14.44

£.86)'
'

8.38

(.72)

.

2' . 16-18 21 16.98

(.83)

10.95
(.86)

°
t

19-12 26 17.18
, (2.33) '.

11.15

(.88)

3 19-22 . 20 19.91
(1.11)

13.8
'(1 -;36)

3 13-15
(somecmal.)

21, 26.68
(11.32)

14.14
(.91)

...

4 23-33
s'''

22
-
27.78
(2.95)

.
f
,

i6.774
(2.001:

*

4

-

16

(coil- ds 1
gr--..

14

'
37.00

0(15.38)
( /16

( -nn)

\

5

%

34-up
,

le 45.14

(10.06)

16.50 5
1 7-up

(some wltrng) 1.

. -
20 31.52

(7.02)

t..

,

18 1
, '
f1.07) -r.51.62)

14

4.

*.; 4
$

2

,

A

15
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Education Groups
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Figure 6
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7.0

6.0

- Figure 7

t

Education Groups
(in years)

s___47 -9 or hi)

e-. 410-1i(sr hi)

3 4113 -15(college)

4....416 (coll. grad)
2.0 II40Sover 16 (grad) .

3.0 40.

1-2> 2-3 3-4.1 4-5 5-6 6!7

Designed Level-pairings

Mein optisnsiresponas for each of the five education:groups at each'of the.six
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